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Handling the beater or putting wood at the ball, is the key with the success or the failure of
There is no great mystery about what makes to a boy a good bruiser. He must have:
1. A certain quantity of normal capacities
2. A control of the fundamental principles
3. Confidence in its capacity to strike

Normal covers of capacities of expression much. They mean the arms, the wrists and the hands f

Independently how much of normal capacities a boy has, however, of him will not strike like hi

While getting information about handling the beater there are some key points which you will h
The Position The Step Positions of arm and hand The Oscillation

The position required depends on the side which they support. If a boy is a droitier, it shoul

The body should rather right and be slackened with the weight distributed even on the two feet
Practical with this formula:
Loan?

Stage and torsion. Again with the starting position. Still, stage and torsion. Back. Stage and

Co-ordinate of positions of arm and hand with the position and the step. Droitier beats: place

Left-handed person beats: place your right palm against before your left shoulder, little fing
The elbow of the arm which is now prolonged through the body should not have almost any curve
Make a fist with the power give it and place on the hand of guidance.

Thus raise the elbow of the arm of power it is of level with the top of the shoulder. There wi
Maintain the elbows and the hands left the body!
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